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For more information, or to request a trial of 
any of the argus thermal imaging cameras go to

argusdirect.com P tyPe
Marine Vision



Argus is an e2v brand focused on designing 
and manufacturing the highest quality thermal 
imaging cameras on the market. 

The Argus P Type monocular thermal camera has been 
specifi cally designed to help marine personnel detect the heat 
signatures of people, hidden obstacles and approaching vessels. 

marine thermaL imaGinG camera
detect tHreatS / naviGate SaFelY / Save liveS

the p type is a fuLL-spec thermaL imaGinG camera, 
specificaLLy DesiGneD for marine use

trieD, testeD anD trusteD

Unrivalled image 
quality 320 x 240 
uncooled sensor
(160 x 120 
option available)

x2 and x4 digital zoom 
(320 x 240 model)

Long 5 hour battery life OLED Display

ScreenSave™

Capture up to 
1000 images and 
8 hours of video 
on a removable 
memory card

Simple button 
functionality

P tyPe
Marine Vision

The P Type can be customised to suit the needs of your team, 
including upgrades and accessories to ensure you get the 
most from your thermal imaging camera.

To fi nd out more, or to request a trial go to:

arGusDirect.com

The P Type is ideal for applications such as 
search and rescue, night time navigation and 
ship security surveillance.

Man over-board

The P Type can be used to locate people in the water quickly 
picking up heat signatures, hastening rescue efforts and 
increasing survival rates.

Navigation

The P Type serves as a navigation aid, detecting fl oating 
objects in zero visibility or night-time conditions.

Safely identify;
• Exposed rock
• Floating objects
• Channel markers
• Approaching vessels

Security

The P Type can be 
used to quickly check for hidden 
dangers such as hostile vessels or 
concealed stowaways. 
The camera can also be used 
to gauge a headcount in bad 
visibility conditions.

Shuttered OLED display

The P Type features a superb clarity OLED display, which gives 
true black as backlights are not required. The OLED Display is 
viewed through a shuttered eye-cup, meaning that no light is 
given off.

Lens Options

By changing the lens, the P Type can adapt to a range of 
situations such as surveillance operations, search and rescue 
missions, or assessing approaching vessels.

Tripod mount

The P Type features a standard tripod mount, allowing fi xed 
surveillance points to be setup using the video out feature.

Colour Modes

Additional colour modes are also available, these can transform 
the performance of the camera for a wide range of applications.

Video and Image capture

Video and image capture is also available, making evidence 
collection simple and effective.

Key uses

Lightweight
0.95kg (2.1lb)

Fast 5 second 
start-up time

The P Type has proven to be a vital piece of search and rescue 
equipment, allowing you to identify, observe and monitor objects 
over 1 mile away in total darkness. From private yachts to 
Naval ships, the P Type has proven to be an invaluable aid to 
navigating waters safely.

Argus cameras are designed and manufactured using European 
sourced components, allowing the cameras to be available to the 
wider export market, and are not subject to the USA ITAR controls 
(UK export applies).

Search and rescue operations

Navigate safely

Detect stowaways

Harbour security


